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the ground that the distance that- is measured in the International or

Olympic meter instead of the United States yarKd. Many developers

call any large pool olympic size because it sounds ±x good in an ad.

In other words , an olympic size pool might be one which instead of

being a certain length in yards would be a few Inehes longer or shorter

the-If you nasured it in meters. I am sure that very few people o

her the term think of w t-i&-eig4a--that as being what is 4theated-

Indicated by it. Well, we are in as bad am s4g*-situation as that in

eel-relationto inspiration, because many people declare a belief in scinspiration
that

a nd deii1!eIefIne the terms in such a wayM-it actually does not no an any-

thing when they get through. The New Testament , the King James version
instance

uses the word inspiration only once. And that4.s in II Thess. , or II Timothy
3:16

/ rather, where we read in the King James Version, All scripture is g+wq- given

by inspiration of God. Now that is the only case in the KingJames New

Testament where the word Insplratliinn is used, but we are in the same situatim

ihi-s- regarding this word inspiration as we are g regarding the trinity)

regarding the diety of Christ, regarding most of our doctkrine, the terms that

we use. are not terms hich are used n a c rtain seems-sense always in the

scripture, and tr-become-t.theo1ogIcal term . ...in order to represtent

rpt-an idea, which is gathered by a comparison of various portions

of the Bible. We are absolutely sure that the Bill e teachxes the trinity, and

when we say the trinity we mean a very specific idea, we don't mean that

there are three gods, we mean that there is only one ged-.- God. One God

exists eternally in three persons... have believed in the trinity right xfr an

the
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